
Europe in 4 corners

A



A geographical continent Many different countries and 
languages

The EU Events like the European 
Championship or the Eurovision 
Song Contest

„Europe“ makes me think of…

A



Freedom to travel Maintaining peace

Cultural diversity Democracy

What is the most important to you about the EU?

A



That I don’t get informed 
enough about the decisions 
made by the EU

That the EU lays down too many 
rules and regulations 

The lack of unity among
EU Member States

That my country pays so much 
money into the EU

What bothers you most about the EU (version 1)?

A



Democratic deficit Overregulation in the EU

Too many or too few 
member states

Inefficient and bad 
communication

What bothers you most about the EU (version 2)?

A



Gained importance and will 
be more important than 
national parliaments

The same importance/”power” as 
today

Lost importance (and so 
the national 
parliaments would have 
gained power)

A lot of power, because there will 
be no national parliaments 
anymore

Until 2040, the European parliament will have…

A



National elections Regional elections

Local/communal/municipal 
elections

European elections

The most important elections for me are…

A



National level (i.e. each 
member state decides on 
their own education policies) 

Regional level

Local/communal/municipal 
level

European level (e.g. by the 
European parliament)

Education-policies should be decided at the…

A



Migration and asylum Climate change 

Economic and financial
welfare

Fighting unemployment

What is according to you the most important current problem in the EU?

A



EU 27

+ the 
Balkan 
countries

More countries will 
leave the EU

+ Turkey

Where will the borders of the EU be in 2040? (1)

A



The EU
doesn‘t exist 
anymore

+ the 
Balkan 
countries

EU 27 or less

+ Turkey

Where will the borders of the EU be in 2040? (2)

A



Going to vote Going to demonstrations

Starting or signing a 
petition

Joining a party or a NGO

Which type of political participation could you imagine doing?

A



Regional level National level

European level International level

Covid-19 related issues should be decided at the… 

A



Television programmes Newspapers

Facebook/Instagram YouTube

Which type of media do you use to inform yourself about
current affairs?

A



Yes, definitely I trust the person/source who 
gave me the information

Never, I do not question 
anything

I started to check it due to the 
Covid-19 pandemic

Do you actively look for the truth, when you read/watch/listen to the news?

A



Icon (three persons): Iconmonstr
Europe-map: Phil Archer

Picture credits

https://iconmonstr.com/user-29-svg/
http://philarcher.org/diary/2013/euromap/
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